
          “Hope is the thing with feathers that perches in the soul.”

                      - Emily Dickenson


   

     July 31, 2018: our last bird banding event of the season. It 
feels like the last day of summer camp. One student says, “I don’t 
want it to be over”, and makes a sad face. The day’s favorite bird 
is a baby Chipping Sparrow, one of only 9 birds netted. The 
students do a very non-scientist thing: they name this adorable, 
little bird Chipper after my terrier (also a group favorite). It is a less 
frenetic morning than usual, which gives us a chance to talk about 
where the students want to take their research in their futures. 
Their earnestness is palpable. 

    As luck would have it, the nets yield 3 hatching-year Gray 
Catbirds, one for each student to disentangle. They methodically 
record each bird’s data, utilizing all they have learned during their 
studies and in the field. I think of John James Audubon’s 
message that a true conservationist knows that the world is given 
by one generation to the next, and gifted again to the generations that follow. This may be the 
sine qua non for the future, and I am thankful that Metacomet Land Trust has enabled the 
protection of Foxfire Farm. The future begins with the present.

    Though today’s number of netted birds is low, we have heard or seen 28 species in the area, 
which brings our ambient species average number for 7 sessions to 27. I am told that this is a 
high number of species to be found in this type of locale. I may be a data-less citizen scientist, 
but I have to think this reflects the fact that there is no use of pesticides here.

    The morning ends with the sharing of fresh, ripe peaches from the farm. The nets are 
dismantled, and taken for storage in a shed by the ponies’ barn. Previously, the bird-banders 
have been disciplined and focused just in the area of the farm where the nets were placed. On 
the way to storage, I hear a clamor, “Can we go see the ponies?????”, so of course, we do, 
bringing them treats, and hand pats. All the world seems a gift!


      

         “But Hopes are Shy Birds flying a great distance seldom reached by the best of guns.”

                              - John James Audubon

                                                                      

       

Post Scriptum:


     How is it that the crows know before I do the exact moment my peaches are perfectly ripe?

     

     Recently I attended the Northeast Organic Farming Association’s annual conference at 
Hampshire College, in Amherst, Massachusetts. There the RealOrganic wordsmiths bend my 
mind around new ideas, or reinforce ideas I’ve heard before, or even cull the ones that aren’t so 
hot after all. This year’s theme brought together ideas and experiences from diverse sources, in 
hopes of finding common ground, and then acting in community. From one speaker I learned 
about the physics of water molecules, and how pesticide chemicals alter the atomic structure 
of water (not good news for plants or mycorrhiza). Another speaker increases my curiosity 
about seasonal and circadian rhythms influencing nutrient levels in food crops. His words 
about the vividness of color (red in radishes, yellow in squash, etc.) indicating ample amounts 
of carotenoids - remember them? - catch my attention. Again, I marvel at the intricate 
interlacing of biology and botany, chemistry and physiology; of eye structure and tastebuds; of 
ancient knowing-by-seeing that which is good to eat. 


     




     A few years ago, Dr. van Roo did a study about 
the ecological effects of solar farm installations. 
Manufacturers, installers, land owners, 
environmentalists, and municipalities all need to 
anticipate what will result from changes in land 
management.

     

     This summer of bird banding has opened my 
eyes to seeing solutions and not just problems. 

     

     At the close of the NOFA conference, I noticed 
this solar array field next to the campus parking lot. 
The copious sounds of birdsong, mostly finches, 
caught my ear. A flock of adults and first-year birds 
were joyously feeding throughout the wildflowers 
growing amok beneath the solar panels. What an 
earth-friendly choice made by Hampshire College to 
set up a natural way to manage this small 
ecosystem! As I was leaving, I noticed one male 
House Sparrow sitting atop the enclosure. Was he 
“on the fence” about this issue? Chirp, chirp.



